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Meeting: Doctoral Exec 
  
Date & Time: Thursday 14th January 2021, 12:30 – 1:30 pm 
  
 
Present: 

Ka Ho Ho (Fritz) Postgraduate Officer 

Will Zhang Doctoral Faculty Rep, Science 

Stefano Cuomo Doctoral Open Position (acting chair) 

Jelena Lagger Doctoral Faculty Rep, School of Management 

Tim Stoneman Postgraduate Students Coordinator (minutes) 

 
Apologies: 

Patrick Prince Doctoral Chair 

Stefan Chindea Doctoral Faculty Rep, Engineering & Design 

Masha Remškar Doctoral Faculty Rep, Humanities & Social Sciences 

Rita Prior Filipe Filipe Doctoral Open Position 

 
 
 

 

1. Apologies 

Apologies were received. 

 

2. Minutes of last meeting 

These were agreed. 

 

3. Matters arising 

None. 

4. Current issues for Doctoral students arising from Lockdown 3 

A Doctoral Forum on this theme was run by the SU this week, with Amy Young circulating 
minutes.  

(a) Funding support 

Fritz observed that the Government has made a decision that there will be no IPT before 

Feb, but that what should be done for doctoral student demonstrators was not settled. 

He asked if it will possible for demonstrators to go on furlough. Fritz asked if 3 month 
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extensions are enough. The delays are likely to now have been longer than this. It was 

also important to understand if extensions can now be applied to all students, not just 

final year. 

Stefan commented that all years should be equal importance, as doctoral students are 

all affected by coronavirus. He asked if it is the case that policy on funding support at 

departmental level. Fritz responded that funding support organised by Doctoral College 

rather than the department, but directs doctoral students to their director of studies or 

supervisor for information on which funding support is suitable for them. Will and Jelena 

agreed that it isn’t helpful to differentiate between doctoral student years in terms of 

priority.  

Stefan added that first year students may well not see the point of extension at this 

stage, as the time is mostly given to a literature review. But doctoral students should 

defer this judgement until final year, when the value is likely to become apparent. 

 

(b) Working from home 

Fritz noted that the University has made some decisions on this issue. It is a topic the 

SU has raised consistently over the past year and taken to Jeremy Bradshaw and the 

Doctoral College. Fritz suggested that the University should provide workplace 

assessment and equipment loan where necessary for home working, but that 

unfortunately the University prefers doctoral students to come to campus if there are 

problems with working from home. The University will now be making clear what 

equipment is available, but doctoral students will have to come to campus to collect it. 

Bench fees suggested to get equipment necessary, but funders or depts may have 

stipulations as to what bench fees can be used for. If depts cannot provide enough 

support for proper working environment, directors of studies should raise with heads of 

department. 

Stefan commented that any PGR who needs equipment that does not requires specific 

oversight of technician should be possible to bring home. They have specific codes and 

are trackable. 

 

5. New Doctoral Exec webpage  

The new Doctoral Exec page can be viewed at 
https://www.thesubath.com/postgrads/doctoral/. Stefan invited comments, and also invited 
the doctoral faculty reps to submit a brief biog to go on the Exec page. 

 
6. Collaboration with the Doctoral College 

Discussions are currently underway for what to be included in the information leaflet for 
doctoral students to identify who to talk to when facing an issue. 

7. Any other business 

None. 

8. Time and date of next meeting:  Thursday 18th February, 12:30 – 1:30 pm 
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